Abstract. We prove new optimal a priori error estimates for a class of implicit one-step methods for stiff ordinary differential equations obtained by using the discontinuous Galerkin method with piecewise polynomials of degree zero and one. Starting from these estimates we propose a new algorithm for automatic time-step control and we discuss the relation between this algorithm and earlier algorithms implemented in packages for the numerical solution of stiff ordinary differential equations.
Introduction. In this note we consider the problem of constructing algorithms for automatic time-step control for numerical methods for initial value problems for a class of stiff ordinary differential equations. Typically, exact solutions of stiff initial value problems are nonsmooth in (initial) transients but become smoother with increasing time. Efficient time stepping methods for computing approximate solutions of such problems require the time steps to adaptively be chosen small in transients and increasingly large as the exact solution becomes smoother.
Our objective is to construct adaptive time-stepping algorithms for stiff problems which in particular satisfy the following criteria. Here 6 > 0 is a given tolerance, e(t) To be able to satisfy (d), the necessary information concerning the smoothness of the exact solution must be obtained from the computed approximate solution as the computation proceeds.
A program for constructing adaptive methods satisfying (a)-(d) was initiated in Johnson 10] and was continued in the context of parabolic problems in Eriksson and Johnson [7] , Johnson, Nie, and Thom6e [11] and Eriksson, Johnson, and Lennblad [8] . The present paper is a revised version of [10] .
Let us now, for the moment in a nonprecise way, describe the basic ideas in our approach to adaptivity for stiff problems. Comparisons with earlier adaptive methods implemented in packages for stiff ordinary differential equations will be made in 3 below. Consider an initial value problem of the following form" Find Yo yo, which is a variant of the classical backward Euler method with an average of the right-hand side replacing the usual value g(t,).
In the case q 1 we have the following characterization of Y on each interval I: Y(t)=(1-r)Uo+rU, with r=(t-t_)/k,, tI, where (Uo, U)x M satisfies (0.5a)
Error estimates for (0.3) in the case of nonstiff ordinary differential equations were first given in Delfour, Hager, and Trochu [5] .
91,0 C.LAES JOHNSON Remark 1. To evaluate the integrals in (0.3)-(0.5) we would in practice use numerical quadrature which would introduce additional quadrature errors. For simplicity we do not in this note consider the effect on the global error of these quadrature errors and we leave this problem to subsequent work. Let us just note that we have a situation parallel to that in finite element analysis of, e.g., elliptic problems where one first derives error estimates assuming that all integrals are evaluated exactly and then considers the effect of. numerical quadrature on the discrete scheme. This has proven to be a convenient way of simplifying the analysis by separating the full discretization into two steps, namely the discretization of the differential equation using piecewise polynomials and the evaluation of the resulting integrals in the discrete problem. If this separation is not used, then important structural aspects of the analysis may get lost. Note that in (0.4) the analysis of the effect of quadrature is very simple since no integrals involving the unknown Y occur. Using the monotonicity off (see below) we easily find in .this case that the part of the global error due to quadrature is bounded by the sum of the local quadrature errors resulting from the integrals on the right-hand side of (0.4a) involving the given function g.
Our adaptive algorithms are based on almost optimal a priori error estimates for (0. where the global error is bounded by a sum of so-called local truncation errors (see 3 below) involving derivatives of order p+ 1 (note that only derivatives of order p occur in (0.6)). An attempt to improve earlier error estimates for linear multistep methods of the form (0.7) in the direction of (0.6) is made in the recent paper by Nevanlinna and Jeltsch [14] .
Suppose now 8 > 0 is a given tolerance and suppose we want the error e--y-Y to satisfy (0, 8) lel._-<a forn= 1,2,'''.
Relying on (0.6) we are then led to seek to choose the time steps k, so that, replacing for Simplicity the constants C, by a common constant C, or (0.9) k,,
P)I, Cly
Our adaptive algorithm is based on a computational form of (0.9) where the unknown quantities C and ly(P)],, are successively estimated through the computed solution Yn.
In 3 below we compare our adaptive algorithms based on (0.6) with earlier adaptive Now, it is in fact possible to prove under certain natural assumptions that an estimate of basically the form (0.12) is valid in the case f(x)= Ax (see [11] ). Thus, for the backward Euler method with step control according to (0.10) or (0.11), we can prove in the model case f(x)= Ax that (a) in our above list is satisfied. Clearly (b) and (d) hold in this case and as indicated also (c). As a result we have that our program (a)- (d) is fully realized in the case of linear constant coefficient problems and the implicit Euler method or DG (0)-method (see [11] , where numerical results supporting the theory also are presented).
Our aim is now to obtain corresponding results for classes of nonlinear problems and/or higher order time discretization methods. In this direction so far we have obtained the following results. In [7] an a priori estimate of the form (0.6) with p for DG (0) for a nonlinear parabolic problem was proved. A priori estimates for DG (1) for linear parabolic problems and associated time-(and space-) step control are given in [8] together with results of numerical experiments. In this paper we prove a priori estimates of basically the form (0.6) for DG (0) and DG (1) for a class of nonlinear stiff ordinary differential equations. A posteriori analogues of these a priori estimates will appear in subsequent work together with more extensive numerical tests.
An outline of the content of this note is as follows: In 1 we give, using a spectral method, a short proof of an a priori error estimate of the form (0.6) for stiffly stable methods of the form (0.2) in the model case f(x)= Ax with A symmetric, positive definite and independent of time and g 0. The purpose here is mainly didactic since spectral methods are difficult to employ in nonlinear or variable coefficient problems.
In 2 we prove using variational techniques the a priori estimates for DG (0) and DG (1) for a class of nonlinear stiff ordinary differential equations. In 3 we compare our adaptive technique with earlier techniques implemented in packages for stiff ordinary differential equations. For numerical results we refer to [8] and [11] . 1 . A priori estimates for linear constant coefficient problems using spectral methods. We consider the following problem: 
For use below we note that (1.3b) and (1.3c) together imply that for some c > 0 (see
Let the sequence Yn e $M, n 0, 1, 2,'' ", be defined by (0.2), that is,
We shall prove the following result. + l( r(k,a) e -k',A) e-'"-'Ayol.
For the first factor in the sum we have
tn tm- Combining these estimates with (1.7)-(1.9) we obtain the statement of the theorem.
Remark. We assume that there are positive constants c, C, and y with , sufficiently small, such that for all v, w, u N4, n 1,..., N, In the literature on numerical methods for stiff ordinary differential equations usually more general assumptions than those stated above are used (see, e.g., Burrage and Butcher [1] and Dahlquist [4] To sum up, it seems that in order to be able to obtain sharp error estimates which can be used as a basis for rational methods for automatic time-step control, it is necessary to go beyond (2.6) and use more of the structural properties of stiff problems.
We We also note that by integrating by parts over each subinterval In, we obtain the following alternate expression for B(w, v):
(2.14)
In particular, adding (2.12) and (2.14) we see that 
=D(n,Z)+(D-D)(e,Z).
We thus arrive at the following representation formula for the quantity 0 Y-: For simplicity of discussion let us then first consider the backward Euler method (0.4) for (0.1). We recall that our time-step control in this case reads (cf. (0.10))" (3.1) IY,-Y,-I, n=l,...,N, and is based on the optimal a priori error estimate (3.2) leln CL max kll, n 1,. ., N. Thus, the usual error estimate (3.3) states that the global error leln can be estimated by the sum of the local truncation errors e, for rn =< n, that is assuming C for simplicity, (3.5) rn=<n Note that in the derivation of (3.2) given above we do not use the concept of local truncation error as defined in (3.4) , which makes it possible to avoid the second derivative y(2) occurring in (3.3) via (3.4) . Thus our error analysis is different from the usual analysis where the local truncation error is a fundamental concept. Note that if 3) is rapidly oscillating then the right-hand side of (3.3) will be much larger than the right-hand side of (3.2), and thus (3.2) in certain cases is sharper than (3.3) . On the other hand, if 3) is not oscillating, then the two right-hand sides may be of the same size.
Earlier methods for time-step control for the backward Euler method seek their theoretical basis in (3.5) (cf., e.g., Shampine and Gear [15] N.
In this case we have by (3.5) for the global error (3.9) lel,,,<-Ne. We now turn to an adaptive method, local extrapolation [17] , that seems to be frequently used in existing codes and appears to perform in a satisfactory way in many cases. This method may be described starting from the basic error per step method discussed above where a higher order method is used to estimate the local truncation error as indicated. The new method is simply obtained from the basic error per step method using the following modifications: (3.11a) Use the values of the higher order method; (3.11b) Choose e t. (3.13) and (3.15) , we see that the conventional strategy (3.13) with e---6 in fact would coincide with our new strategy (3.15) . We thus arrive at the conclusion that, in fact, it may be possible to justify the modified error per step method (3.12) by using the theory proposed in this note.
Remark 2. The quantity lyPl, in the time-step control (0.9) based on (0.6) may be estimated using a suitable difference quotient involving, e.g., the computed values Y-, Yn-2," ", Yn--p (cf. (0.11) and [11] for the case p 1, and [8] a full quantitative control of the global error on a given tolerance level by repeated calculations, wheref'(y(t)) is replaced byf'(Y(t)) with Y(t) a previous approximation of y(t). We plan to investigate this possiblity in detail in subsequent work. Note that appropriate constants C in (2.9), which apply to the case f(x)= Ax with A positive definite, are given in [8] . Remark 3. Consider the problem (2.25) under the assumptions (2.2a) and (2.2b). Suppose there is a constant C such that (3.16a) (A(t)v, w) <-C(A(t)v, v)(A(t)w, w) lv, w M, I, (3.16b) [A(t)vl<= ClY(t) (3.17) .
In a similar way one can prove an analogue of (3.17) for the discrete problem (2.20) from which (2.24a), (2.24b ) follow with now LN 1 + log (tn/kn). This leads to a proof of Theorem 2 with (2.2f) replaced by (3.15a).
